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The Future of Local
Government In Virginia
FINAL STATEMENT OF THE 1990 VIRGINIA ASSEMBLY
Local governments perform a vital role in our
The Virginia Assembly on the Future of Local Government
in Virginia was held at Morven Park in Loudoun County, democracy. They are a check on accumulation of
Virginia on November 1-3,1990. At the close ofthe Assembly's power at the state and national levels. TheyencQurage
discussion, the participants reviewed as a group the follow- innovation and give voice to our diversity, They allow
ing statement; however, no one
for the expression of popuwas asked to sign it. The statelar sovereignty assuring
As Virginia embarks
ment expresses those recommenlocal control over local conon an uncertain future,
dations about which there was
cerns, ensuring that local
substantial agreement among those
its local governments will be
problems are handled acin attendance. It should not,
challenged
to
serve
a
more
diverse
cording to local conditions
however, be assumed that every
and preferences. By enCommonwealth, a more divided
participant subscribed to every
couraging and permitting
recommendation in the statement.
Commonwealth.
participation in government,
10calities are schools' of
citizenship and training
grounds for public leaders.
VirginIa's local governmental system has several distinctive features:

Can tile state's present local
government system continue
to serve us well?

Local government is the
bedrock of Virginia's governmental system-the most
immediate, tangible, and accessible expression of
the essential communities in which Virginians live.
No short list can do justice to the wide-ranging contributions that Virginia's local governments
make to our quality of life. They deliver vital public services. They educate our children; protect the
public's health and safety with police, fire, and public
sanitation services; administer health and human
services; and operate libraries, museums, concert
halls, parks, and recreation programs. Through their
power to zone and otherwise regulate land use and
control building, local governments are stewards
and shapers of the physical surroundings.

*..

• Virginia is the only state with a comprehensive
system of city-county separation.
• Virginia is the only state in which all school board
members are appointed rather than elected, and
one of the few in which school divisions are
subordinate units of local government.
• Virginia has a small number of local governments, especially municipalities, when compared
to other states.
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Old distinctions
between counties
and cities are
anachronisms.
They have become
increasingly
dysfunctional,
detracting from
the effectiveness
of the state's
intergovernmental
system.

• Virginia uses few independent
or special districts that possess
independent taxing powers.
• More than most states, Virginia
relies on the council-manager
plan of local governance, under which a popularly elected
governing body employs a
professional administrator.
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This distinctiveness of our
system is matched by its disparateness. The state's largest county,
Fairfax, is more populous than
eight states in the federal union.
The Commonwealth's largest city,
Virginia Beach, now has more
people than either Cincinnati,
Oakland, Pittsburgh, Minneapolis, Atlanta, or Miami. In contrast,
over half of Virginia's cities and
almost half of its counties have
fewer than 20,000 residents.
Twenty-seven cities and counties
have fewer than 10,000 residents.
The governmental settings vary
from the highly metropolitanwith two metropolitan statistical
areas of more than one million
residents-to the very rural.
As local governments have
grown, they have evolved from
the eight shires of colonial times
to a complex system of 95 counties, 41 cities, and 190 towns. Local
governments have also taken on
roles and responsibilities unimagined by our forebears. Old distinctions between cities and
counties have bl urred; some
counties supply city services, some
cities have large agricultural areas, and some towns operate public
schools.
While local government
boundaries may appear immutable, they too have changed to
meet changing circumstances. New
counties have been carved from
old. Towns have become cities.
Cities and counties have merged.
Planning districts have been
created to incorporate regional
perspectives.

Overall, our local government system has served the
Commonwealth well. But as Virginia enters a new century, the
system is undergoing rapid change.
Virginia is undergoing a transition from an Old to a New Dominion. And as·the state embarks
on an uncertain future, its local
governments will be challenged
to serve a more diverse Commonwealth, a more divided
Commonwealth.
Since mid-century, the
Commonwealth has grown significantly-but that growth has
been highly concentrated. Over the
past decade, 90 percent of Virginia's population growth has
occurred in a corridor called the
'Golden Crescent,' which extends
from Northern Virginia through
Richmond to the Hampton Roads.
Even within this corridor, growth
has been concentrated, with over
two-thirds of it taking place in six
localities.
Other growth has centered
along 1-66 between Washington
and the Northern Shenandoah
Valley, along I-81 from Winchester to Augusta County, along Route
29 from Fauquier to Albemarle,
along 1-64 from Charlottesville to
Richmond, in the RadfordMontgomery and Bedford areas,
and in the counties fringing the
corridor.
As parts of Virginia become
an unbroken megalopolis, localities in those areas are confronted
on an accelerating scale with the
problems arising from ra pid
growth and suburban sprawl:
choked transportation arteries,
crowded schools, brimming landfills, and polluted air and water.
In contrast, many localities
outside these growth centers have
either come to a standstill or begun slowly to decline. During the
1980s, almost half of the 104 localities outside the corridor lost
population. Over this period,
Fairfax County alone added three
times more population than all of

non-corridor Virginia. Many of
these localities outside the corridor are beset by fiscal stress, finding
it hard to retain jobs, keep their
young people, deliver needed
public services, and even sustain
community.
Most of Virginia's older
central cities are among those localities suffering slow declines.
Richmond, for exampIe, has declined from a peak of 249,000 in
1970 to an estimated 201,000 in
1990. As businesses and the middle
class locate in the suburbs, central
cities are left with stagnant or
declining tax bases to provide
expensive services for their own
residents and the suburbanites who
use their amenities.
Because of population shifts,
many central cities ha~e also become horne to a disproportionate
share of the state's elderly, poor,
and other groups with special
needs. Central cities are hard
pressed to extend expensive services to these citizens while
maintaining and replacing aging
infrastructure and restoring
blighted neighborhoods and decaying business districts. The fiscal
stress of Virginia's central cities
is well documented, and the gap
between them and their surrounding counties is widening.
These challenges are exacerbated by the withdrawal of
federal aid and, at the time of this
Assembly, the Commonwealth's
tenuous fiscal condition.
A system that is so vital to
the daily life of the Commonwealth
should be reviewed periodically
to see whether it meets contemporary needs. As Virginia enters
the 21st century, do we need to
undertake a comprehensive restructuring of our present system?
Or can that system continue to
serve us well with only modest
changes in its basic elements?
Do we still need city, county,
and town governments, or should
we rely on regional governments
or state administrative divisions?
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How many local government units do we need? Of what
kind, size, and jurisdiction? What
minimum population standards,
if any, should be set for local
governments?
What powers and responsibilities do local governments
need? What services do they need
to provide? What resources should
they command? What powers of
spending, taxing, and borrowing
should they have?
What government structures
do we need to employ? Should we
change the 0 ganization of our
executive and legislative functions?
Or the way our leaders are selected?
How much sovereignty
should our local governments
have? How much flexibility do they
need to be given to alter their
policies and institutions? To tax
their citizens and incur debt?
How should we divide responsibilities and authority between the state government and
localities? What should be the financial relationship between the
state and localities?
How do we reconcile situations where local sovereignty
conflicts with regional or statewide
interests, or with the efficient, effective delivery of services? How
should we arrange the relationships among and between localities, and incorporate regional
perspectives in matters of regional
concern? How should we address
the issues and problems that do
not respect boundaries-problems
like trans portation, air and water
pollution, wastes?
What mechanisms, if any,
should be used to adjust boundaries? How do we achieve an equitable sharing of resources among
localities-a distribution of resources that takes into account
differences in burdens, capacity,
and effort?
These questions encompass
the most searching issues of
democratic theory and at the same
time involve the most practical,

immediate problems of politics and
government administration. These
are just some of the issues that
occupied the participants at the
1990 Assembly.
As they worked to chart
future directions for Virginia's local
governments, participants identified a n umber 0 f current and
potential challenges. During their
debates and discussions, they
devoted special attention to eight
areas (which are not listed in any
priority):
A. Definition of Roles and
Responsibilities
B. Local Empowerment
C. State Aid/Fiscal Disparities
D. State Mandates
E. Boundary Adjustments
F. Regional Cooperation
G. Long-Range Planning
H. Citizenship Education and
Leadership Training
The Assembly made recommendations to Virginia's citizens and public officials within
each of these areas.

A. Definition of Roles and
Responsibilities
The past half-century has seen
major changes in the roles and
responsibilities of Virginia's local
governments. Old distinctions
between cities and counties have
become blurred. Urban counties
and large cities in metropolitan
areas bear many resemblances,
while smaller cities outside growth
areas are not dissimilar from their
county neighbors. Similarly, the
relationship between the state and
its localities has become more
complex and less clear-cut.
Nevertheless, old distinctions underlie major portions of
lawand public policy regarding
local government and the relationship between the Commonwealth and its localities. These
distinctions are anachronisms, and

they have become increasingly
dysfunctional, detracting from the
effectiveness of the state's intergovernmental system.

The 1990 Virginia Assembly
therefore recommends that:
• A blue-ribbon task force should
(a) define the institutional and
legal structure of local government and the relationship
between state and local governments; (b) define service
needs; and (c) assign responsibility for the performance of
major governmental functions.
• With respect to the units of local
government, the legal differences between cities, counties,
and towns should be reexamined and redefined. Cities and
counties should be granted
uniform powers. In particular,
counties and cities should be
granted equal taxing and borrowing powers.
• Title 15.1 of the Code of Virginia
should be recodified.

B. Local Empowerment
As citizens have looked to local
governments for a wider array of
services, a growing gulf has
emerged between the responsibilities of cities, counties, and towns
and their legal authority, including the power to tap new sources
of tax revenue to carry out these
responsibilities. Because Virginia
operates in the Dillon's rule tradition, local governments can
exercise only those powers that
have been granted unambiguously
to them by the state constitution,
state statutes, and charters.
Limitations on local authorityparticularly in the realm of taxing
powers, growth management, and
human service delivery-have
become burdensome to local
governments as they seek to carry
out their responsibilities and make
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needed capital improvements in
the face of diminished federal and
state financial aid.
The General Assembly might
be more willing to accede to the
needs of local governments for
greater authority if there were better
lines of communication between
the legislature and localities.

The state should
develop strong
incentives to
foster regional
programmatic
and operational
cooperation.
The state should
pay a higher share
of the costs and
offer greater
flexibility
when localities
employ regional
approaches.

The 1990 Virginia Assembly
therefore recommends that:
• The General Assembly should
grant to local governments
greater flexibility in carrying
out local responsibilities.
• The General Assembly should
expand the range of revenueraising options now available
to local governments.
• The Commonwealth should
develop programs to foster
communication and heighten
mutual understanding and trust
among the General Assembly,
various executive agencies, and
local governments.

c. State Aid IFiscal Disparities
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Substantial disparities exist in the
fiscal capabilities of Virginia's local
governments to meet the service
needs of their citizens. Defying
simple descri ption, these disparities fall into several categories-urban/rural, central city/
suburban, high-growth localities/
low-growth communities. While
the state must be concerned that
its local governments have the
financial wherewithal to meet their
service responsibilities, the Commonwealth also must be concerned
that its citizens are served adequately in such critical areas as
public education, housing, health
care, and basic subsistence.
Thus, the problem of local
fiscal disparities is both a problem of inequality among governments and a problem of inequality among citizens. Inequality

among governments can be seen
in the inability of some localities
to raise funds for essential infrastructure expansion and replacement and to meet the costs of
implementing federal and state
mandates. Inequality among
governments, however, can also
be tied to variations among the
state's localities in the quality of
public schooling-and thus the
access of children to equal educationalopportunity.

governments-especially in the
areas of environmental protection,
public education, and human
services-without clearly defined
state policy objectives and without appropriate concern for
whether local governments have
the money to carry out these
mandates. As a result, our localities
are being strained by a situation
in which "the revenues stay at the
top while responsibilities fall to
the bottom."

The 1990 Virginia Assembly
therefore recommends that:
• The Commonwealth should
recognize resource disparities
among local governments and
acknowledge an overall state
interest in distributing revenues
equitably. In this context, the
state should define and fund
a minimurn set of basic services
for all citizens in such areas as
public health, education, welfare, and public safety.

The 1990 Virginia Assembly
therefore recommends that:
• This Assembly recognizes the
appropriateness and desirability of state mandates to address
statewide and fundamental
social and environmental concerns. This Assembly also
recognizes that local governments, as the administrative
arms of the Commonwealth, are
the most appropriate entities
to implement those mandates.
However, the General Assembly should recognize the costs
imposed on local governments
in implementing state mandates. The General Assembly,
therefore, should link substantial mandates to new or additional revenue sources to ensure that the burdens im posed
are shared appropriately between the Commonwealth and
the implementing localities.

• The General Assembly should
undertake a systematic examination of state aid formulas
and modify such formulas to
give stronger recognition to
varying local fiscal conditions
and to provide for greater
equalization of local fiscal
capacity.
• The Commonwealth should
raise additional revenue to help
pay for essential services in
localities with the fewest revenue resources.

D. State Mandates
The Commonwealth's fiscal
troubles mean that local governments are getting inadequate
state aid to support essential services, including many that have
been mandated by state legislation and admin{strative regulations. Even so, the state continues
to impose new obligations on local

• Before enacting any proposed
legislation requiring localities
to spend additional funds, the
General Assembly should
analyze the fiscal impact of that
proposed legislation as well as
the fiscal impact of all existing
state mandates.
• All current state mandates
should be reassessed to see if
they meet clearly articulated state
objectives and goals. Mandated
objectives should reflect (a)
desired outcomes and (b) only
those goals that are of greatest
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importance to state priorities;
they should be accompanied by
state fiscal assistance to the localities. Localities should be
given flexibility in how to achieve
those outcomes.

E. Boundary Adjustments
Few problems involving local
governments have been more
heated than those surrounding
boundary adjustments. The persistent controversies over annexation, however, are only one aspect of the general problems
surrounding boundaries. Many
local boundaries were fixed well
over a century ago so that no citizen
would be more than a day's
horseback ride from the county
courthouse. It is not unreasonable
to ask whether a pattern rooted
in colonial times can meet the needs
of a 21st-century, global society.

The 1990 Virginia Assembly
therefore recommends that:
• Local governments should be
given additional options to
restructure their governmental relatfonships and structure
new and innovative partnerships with state and federal
agencies, the private sector, and
not-for-profit organizations.
• The boundary adjustment
process should be simplified
and improved.
• The Commission on Local
Government should provide
technical assistance and information to local governments
in addition to its current
responsibilities.

F. Regional Cooperation
As the Commonwealth has become
a shifting mosaic of growth and
decline, the relevance of local

boundaries to either the origin or
solution of many public problems
has become increasingly questionable. The logic of political
economy increasingly suggests the
advisabili ty of using regional
approaches to solve problems that
transcend the resources and
boundaries of individuallocalities.

The 1990 Virginia Assembly
therefore recommends that:
• The state should develop strong
legislative, political, and financial
incentives to foster regional
programmatic and operational
cooperation. Funding mechanisms should foster cooperative and regional projects. The
state should pay a higher share
of the costs and offer greater
flexibility when localities employ regional approaches in
meeting their needs.
• The tools and processes for
regional cooperation should be
strengthened.
• The role of the planning district commissions in assisting
localities to devise and im plement regional solutions should
be reviewed in light of changing
circumstances, recognizing the
fact that regional problems and
solutions do not always follow
planning district boundaries.

G. Long-Range Planning
The rapid changes that are affecting
the environment in which local
government operates make it all
the more important that policies
and programs are based on thorough, sound, long-range planning.
A failure to give adequate attention to long-range thinking will
ensure that the future takes us by
surprise and perpetuates the ad hoc
manner in which we lead our lives,
manage our affairs, and govern
our society.

The 1990 Virginia Assembly
therefore recommends that:
• The General Assembly should
improve and increase the use
of strategic planning by state
government. State strategic
planning should be used to
coordinate actions among state
agencies that affect local
governments.
• A fully staffed, fully funded
state planning office, separate
from the budget process, should
be established to assist the
governor and the General
Assembly. This office should
be a source of long-range
forecasts, research, and information for use by state and local
decision-makers.
• Localities need to place greater
emphasis on long-range
planning.

H. Citizenship Education and
Leadership Training
Responsible and responsive local
government requires a vigilant
citizenry and an effective, welltrained leadership. Low voter
turnout in local elections and the
low level of public knowledge
about local government are cause
for concern. Moreover, the growing
legal and technical complexity of
modern governments raises the
question of how well prepared local
officials are for the challenges of
contemporary leadership. In a
rapidly changing world, the skills
of our local officials are sometimes
inadequate for dealing with
complex new challenges and
pressing local problems.

The 1990 Virginia Assembly
therefore recommends that:
• Public understanding of and
citizen participation in local
government should be increased by
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a. undertaking a strong statewide program effort to
inform citizens about how
local government works;
corporations, academic
institutions, and volunteer
organizations should be
asked to share in this effort.
b. keeping government simple.
c. having localities consider
alternative forms of governing, such as a strong
mayor system for large urban areas, or forms that
recognize a sense of comm unity and offer fuller
citizen participation.
d. strictly adhering to the
Freedom of Information Act.

e. strengthening and expanding the current statewide prog·ram to introduce
and instruct students continuously, elementary
through higher education,
in local government and
community citizenship and
responsibilitie"s.
• Leadership in local government
should be strengthened by
a. asking corporations, academic institutions, and volunteer organizations to lend
experts to local governments.
This program would increase
governmental resources,

broaden opportunities for
those experts, and increase
public knowledge of how
local government operates.
b. encouraging training programs for all newly elected
officials.
c. broadening opportunities
tor local governmen t internships among high school
and college students.
• Public regard for government
officials should be enhanced by
enacting strict controls and
limitations on campaign contributions for state and local
elections.

THE FUTURE OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN VIRGINIA

Overview and Context
By Bruce D. McDowell
Dr. McDowell is the director ofgovernment policy research at the u.s.
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. This paper
was presented at the opening session
of the 1990 Virginia Assembly.

There could be no more timely and
vital topic this year than liThe
Future of Local Governments in
Virginia." Local governments all
across the nation face major
challenges now, and the local
governments in Virginia are no
exception.
I would like to do three
things in this brief presentation:
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1. List eight distinctive features
of local government in Virginia,
and compare them with national norms.
2. Briefly describe the five major
challenges that I believe local
governments will face in the
1990s.

3. Review six basic options for
meeting these local challenges.

Distinctive Features of Virginia's
System
Because the states are responsible
for establishing their own local
governments, America has 50
different systems of local government. Here are eight of the
distinctive features that set the
Virginia local government system
apart from others.
1. Virginia has a relatively
simple system of local governments. It consists largely of cities
and counties, although there are
190 small towns as well. Only seven
other states have fewer local
governments than Virginia.
2. One feature that keeps
the Virginia system of local
government simple is the unique
separation of cities from counties. This reduces the overlapping

of jurisdictions, but it often creates high tensions when annexation is attempted. Annexation in
Virginia is not just an issue for
landowners seeking public services, but is a major competition
between governments for territory
and wealth. It is handled as a court
proceeding with very high stakes.
This situation is quite different from
that in other states.
3. Virginia is a Dillon's Rule
state. This means that, more than
in many other states, local governments in Virginia must go to
the state legislature to seek special
authorization for new activities that
they wish to engage in. And the
Virginia legislature sometimes has
been hard to convince about authorizing innovative urban activities. Growth management activities, for example, have been
accepted slowly.
4. Virginia has a pay-as-yougo tradition in its public finances.
This tradition is beginning to
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loosen, but with some difficulty.
Unless this tradition does loosen
significantly, it will be very hard
for rapidly growing parts of the
state to provide the services they
need in a timely fashion.
S. Virginia is one of only
five states where 85 percent or
more of the highway, street, and
road mileage is under the control of the state. The national
average is 24 percent. For most
of their surface transportation
needs, therefore, local governments
in Virginia must wait until state
priorities catch up with their needs.
6. Virg·nia,alongwithmost
other states, has an Intergovernmental Cooperation Act that allows local governments to enter
into agreements with one another
for service provision. However,
most other states have more flexibility in using this technique.
Virginia's act does not provide for
intergovernmental cooperation
with state or federal agencies. In
addition, all parties to the agreements must have their own powers to perform the service, rather
than relying on the powers of
others. This may require an extra
trip to the legislature.
7. Virginia has a statewide
system of regional planning
district commissions (PDCs) that
are supported by the state better than the regions in all but three
other states. Virginia is virtually
unique in authorizing these regional districts to take on service
functions. An example is the regional solid waste operation in
Bristol.
8. The Commonwealth of
Virginia is a strong fiscal partner with its local governments.
Thirty percent of the state budget
is devoted to local assistance, and
33 percent of local budgets consists
of state aid. In addition, certain
direct state expenditures, such as
those for local roads, relieve local budgets of burdens they must
carry in most other states. This state
partnership is stronger than in

many other states-although it is
not as dominant as in a few other
states.
There is much more that I
could say about the present local
government system in Virginia.
But this is enough to illustrate the
point that the system encompasses
some strong points as well as some
characteristics that need attention.
And in fact, some are receiving
attention. The annexation situation, in particular, has been a 'hot'
topic for many years, and will come
before the legislature again in 1991
for further consideration.
Although the specifics differ from state-to-state, Virginia is
certainly not alone in facing a
number of critical local government issues as the decade of the
1990s begins.

Local Government Challenges
in the 1990s
Nationwide, many local governments are facing five major
challenges:
1. Local fiscal stress.
2. The need to manage growth and
development more effectively.
3. The rapid creation of special
benefit areas that supply vital
needs but complicate intergovernmental relationships.
4. Continuing mismatches between
the boundaries of local jurisdictions and the logical extent
of public services.
5. Continuing mismatches between
the financial capacities of local
jurisdictions and the public
service needs for which these
jurisdictions are responsible.
Let's examine each of these
challenges.

Local Fiscal Stress
The fiscal stress of local governments is the central theme of the
Virginia Municipal League's 1991
legislative package, and many

others in the state agree that this
is one of the state's top issues.
As the League points out,
there are several reasons for local
fiscal stress. These include:
• growing appetites of citizens
for services;
• the escalating costs of providing such services to higher and
higher standards;
• the increased costs added by
state and federal mandates;
• the drop in federal aid;
• increases in state aid (especially
for education) that must be
matched by localities; and
• restricted local tax bases.
These all are important
factors, but I will take time to
elaborate on only one of themfederal mandates.
A new ACIR study has
found that over half of all federal
preemption statutes passed since
the adoption of the U.S. Constitution have been enacted since 1970.
It appears, now that, as federal
finances get tighter, the national
government is stepping up the pace
of regulatory requirements that
induce greater spending by state
and local governments.
For example, the federal
wastewater treatment program
now has transferred financial responsibility to the state and local
governments without reducing the
water quality standards that must
be met; to the contrary, costly new
nonpoint source water quality
standards have been added.
Three very costly types of
federal mandates seem likely to
continue, and perhaps even increase, through the 1990s: environmental protection, reduction
of overcrowding in jails and other
public institutions, and Medicaid.
The state can either shield its local governments from the costs of
these federal mandates or pass
these costs through to local officials. Whichever way it is done,
financial consequences should be
considered.

7
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Growth Management

The federal
government
still wants to
accomplish more
than it can pay for,
and the states do
also. In the end,
federal and state
mandates fall
on the shoulders of
local governments
regardless of their
ability to pay.

·
··
·

·
·
·

·

Traditionally, local planning
processes have not been very
successful at regulating the pace
of private development in step with
the provision of public facilities.
This has resulted, most noticeably,
in massive traffic congestion. But
overcrowded schools, overflowing sewers, and other lapses in the
provision of public facilities also
occur frequently.
Now, however, much better techniques are available to
manage growth by requiring
'concurrence' between public and
private development activities. A
local 'adequate public facilities
ordinance' can tie the pace 'of
private development quite precisely to the availability of public
facilities by regulating the pace of
subdivision approval and building permit processes-while, at the
same time, giving private developers incentives to help speed up
the provision of public facilities
and services through impact fees
and a variety of other techniques.
Without such precise techniques, local governments experiencing rapid urbanization are
usually unable to keep up with
the pace of private development.
A lack of concurrence is not only
a fiscal problem, but also an environmental problem. When public
works are neglected, the environment suffers.

Special Benefit Areas
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Rapid development and local fiscal
stress often combine to push public
responsibilities into the private
sector or to special districts or
special taxing areas. For example,
in many metropolitan areas almost
all new residential construction is
now in communities where the
roads, public open spaces, recreation facilities, and many other
community features are governed
by a residential community association-essentially a private

local government. People buying
property in such communities
become citizens of them when they
sign their deeds, and they must
pay the fees associated 'with the
services provided-just as surely
as through these fees were publie taxes.
In 22 states, developers have
found that they can establish
special districts for their communities and deed the public works
and other common properties to
those districts, to be administered
by the ~evelopment's residents
Every year across America, about
1,000 new special districts are
formed. The growth in residential
community associations has skyrocketed from less than 5,000 in
1960 to an estimated 130,000 today.
A recent ACIR report has
found that residential community
associations frequently need relationships with local governments
that are beginning to look increasingly like intergovernmental
relationshi ps. Of course, special
districts also develop such relationships. Thus, the creation of all
of these new special benefit areas
greatly expand s the need for effective intergovernmental coordination and cooperation. Issues
such as double taxation and unequal protection of the laws grow
out of these situations.

Mismatches Between Boundaries
and Public Service Needs
No matter how local government
boundaries are drawn, public
service needs of one sort or another
are bound to spill over them. Most
notoriously, watershed boundaries
cross political jurisdictions. Likewise, air pollution and commuting patterns cannot be held within
individual localities.
In fact, growth itself spills
beyond individuallocalities. Even
where city-eounty consolidations
have occurred, it is common for
the consolidated government to
again become just the central city

as urbanization continues. Therefore, means must be found to cooperate across local boundaries.

Mismatches
Between Local Financial Capacity
and Public Service Needs
It has been almost axiomatic that
revenues rise to the top in our system
ofgovernment while responsibilities
fall to the bottom. The federal
government has more money than
the states, and the states have more
money than local governments.
Yet, when all is said and
done, the federal government still
wants to accomplish more than
it can pay for, and the states do
also. In the end, federal and state
mandates fall on the shoulders of
local governments regardless of
their ability to pay.
To make matters worse,
many costly program needs associated with low-income people
tend to concentrate in particular
localities-often those with the
lowest tax capacities. Without
careful attention to these tendencies, untenable fiscal situations can
be created for local governments.

Options for Meeting Local
Government Challenges
The challenges facing local governments in the 1990s have no
simple or easy solutions. Nevertheless, a wide range of options
are available for consideration in
Virginia, as well as in other states.
It would be presumptuous
for me to prescribe solutions to
problems with which you are much
more familiar than I am. So let me
just list some of the options that
you might want to consider in
Virginia for the challenges I have
outlined.

Local Home Rule
Local government home rule has
at least four aspects:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Government structure
Local functions
Personnel matters
Finances

Most states allow different
amounts of local discretion in each
of these four fields, and Virginia
is no exception. In general, Virginia cities have more discretion
than counties, but a similar pattern
prevails for both; there is more
functional and personnel discretion than structural and financial
discretion.
It is difficult to innovate and
meet the special needs of localities
without a substantial degree of
discretion. For example, local
revenue diversification, including
local option taxes, is part of what
may be needed by the local governments in the state's burgeoning metropolitan corridor extending from Northern Virginia
through Tidewater. A reluctant
state legislature has held up many
innovations by localities within this
corridor.
After the 1990 Census is fully
tabulated and reapportionment has
occ_urred, it might be beneficial to
establish a coalition of metropolitan-corridor governments to
seek greater discretionary power
from the legislature for this so
called 'golden crescent.'

Regional and Intergovernmental
Cooperation
Even though Virginia established
one of the nation's best systems
of planning district commissions
many years ago, it probably needs
to be realigned and refurbished
from time-to-time. The recent
consolidation of planning district
commissions in the Tidewater area
illustrates this point. Statutory
authorization for interstate cooperation in the Washington, DC
and Bristol areas also may be
desirable. Furthermore, greater use
of the service district option should
be considered.

State Aid Reform
Because of the mismatches between
boundaries, financial capacities,
and public service needs inherent
in any local government system,
state aid programs are needed as
fiscal balance wheels in the system. ACIR has done a lot of work
over the years in developing
methods to measure relative
revenue-raising capacities and
relative expenditure needs of
different jurisdictions. Virginia's
Commission on Local Government
annually prepares a comparative
report on the fiscal conditions of
local governments in the state,
following the ACIR concepts.
These factors are important
considerations in designing state
aid formulas that are sensitive to
the diverse financial and servicing
situations of local governments.
As state aid programs, which often
return funds to the localities where
they were collected, increasingly
replace federal-aid programs,
which have tended to be based
more on measures of program
need, it is appropriate to reevaluate
the relative fiscal impacts of state
aid programs on localities.
State aid formulas may need
to be reworked if they are to be
fair and adequately related to local
needs. Several Virginia agencies
do use the local fiscal conditions
report of the Commission on Local
Government in allocating state aid.

Boundary Commission
Virginia is one of 11 states that has
established a unit to help deal with
local government boundary issues.
The Virginia Commission on Local
Government performs this function
within Virginia's unique setting.
Its responsibilities are quite broad,
and its work is comprehensive.
Nevertheless, the Commission on Local Government may
find the experiences of the other
10 boundary commissions helpful, especially if the legislature

makes some of the changes suggested by the Grayson Commission that would make the Virginia
local government system more like
other states.

State Policy Leadership
Local governments, themselves,
are too numerous and too insular
to always do what they should for
the good of the regions in which
they are located. Therefore, simpIe
state acquiescence to local actions,
or even enabling laws allowing
innovative local activities, may not
be enough.
In states like Oregon and
Florida, where strong growthmanagement programs are being
pursued, much of their success rests
on state leadership. The Commonwealth of Virginia also should
consider taking a strong leadership
role on certain local issues.
For example, Virginia might
exercise such leadership in evaluating the effects on local governments of federal and state mandates,
and in helping to reimburse the costs
of these mandates when necessary
or appropriate. A new ACIR report
describes how seven different states
a pproach this issue.
Strong state leadershi p
might also be valuable in establishing relationships between local
governments and residential
community associations, authorizing local home rule, making
greater use of the planning district
commissions to help achieve state
purposes, and establishing constructive relationships between
special districts and the cities and
counties where they are located.

Local Government Advisory

Council
The ACIR recognizes the Virginia
Local Government Advisory
Council (LGAC) as its state
counterpart in Virginia. Twentyfive other states have such organizations, and the Virginia Council
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is active in the national network
of these state agencies.
The reconstitution ofLGAC
this year gives it an appropriate
membership and charter to consider the local government challenges and state-local relations
issues outlined here within the
specific context of the Commonwealth of Virginia. Nevertheless,
LGAC lacks an independent staff
and budget adequate to deal with
such a large agenda.
The LGAC is now developing its own agenda in cooperation
with Virginia's local government
associations and a number of state

agencies. I hope that it will gather
strength in the years ahead and
become an important forum within
which to hammer out solutions
to the many problems that Virginia
local governments will face d uring the 1990s and beyond.

Conclusion
Virginia's local governments face
many mighty challenges, but
challenges create opportunities. I
am sure that an increasingly productive state-local dialogue pursued through the LGAC will find
solutions to all of these problems.

As I toured Poland last week,
listening to local officials in Warsaw, Poznan, Lodz, and Gdansk
describe their problems, it made
our problems seem insignificant.
They have no land records, virtually no local revenues, inadequate
funding from the state, no experience with democracy for the past
50 years, and a bureaucracy still
loaded with officials used to doing business the communist way.
They are starting from scratch. We
are starting with a wealth of resources and experience. We have
no excuse for failure.

THE FUTURE OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN VIRGINIA:

Local Leadership and the Catalyst for Change
By Gerald L. Baliles
The Honorable Gerald L. Baliles is
former governor of Virginia and
partner and head of the International
Law Group of the Hunton & Williams law firm. These remarks were
presented as the keynote address at
the 1990 Virginia Assembly.

All of us are here because of our
concern and hope for that future,
especially as it relates to government that is generally said to be
closest to the people. And because
we know that only through the
quality of our investments nowfinancial, intellectual, and creative
investments-will we direct the
course for that destination.
In considering the topic of
this Assembly, I found that the
quality of time must also be factored into our equation for the
future-the kind of time needed
for communication and understanding of ideas and attitudes.
Let me explain.
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I.
"Perhaps some of you know of my
in terest in and concern over the
problem of communications in this
country, a place where people of
accomplishment, education, and
maturity seemingly cannot convey
concepts and information in clear,
concise terms ....
"It is important, therefore, for
government officials to recognize
the value of simple terms, of plain
English, in communicating with the
public and with each other.
"That is not always easy to
do, for even simple terms change
or acquire new meaning over time.
Let me cite two examples: city and
county.
"All of us live in either a city
or a county. The structure and
power of that local government
depends upon whether it is a city
or a county. The flow of state funds
to localities is affected by whether
the local unit of government is a
city or county. The level of taxes

required to support certain services often depends upon whether
the local government is a city or
a county.
"And, until recently, whether
a local government was the annexor
or the annexee depended upon
whether it was a city or a county.
"We live with the terms city
and county, yet I submit that we
do so without comprehending that
time and events have blurred the
definitions that city and county
once had.
'There are some questions,
I submit, that we should ask of
ourselves. How is it tha t in many
areas of Virginia, an urban city and
an urban county ad join each other,
each one providing essentially the
same level of services, yet one
operates with a charter and the
other does not?
"Indeed, the charter is required because the local government is a city; but does it guarantee
any better level of service than the
adjacent urban county that operates
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without a charter, pursuant to
general law?
"Have we become so accustomed to city-eounty forms that
we have failed to see or resolve
the separate and distinct needs of
rural areas and metropolitan
centers? Could it be that we have
been so overwhelmed by problems
of government policies and services
in recent years that we have forgotten to reexamine-as Jefferson
once urged-some of the fundamental reasons underlying our
structures created to carry out those
policies and services?
"Could we devise a better
system of allocating state aid to
local governments, for example,
if we came to terms with citycounty definitions? Indeed, it is
unlikely that the alleged inequities in the various funding formulas
ever will be corrected until we
address the city-eounty definitional
problems.
"Traditionally, city-county
separation has been based on an
urban-rural division. Virginia's
system of local government once
assumed that urban areas should
be within the boundaries of a
municipal corporation and that rural
areas should be under the jurisdiction of a county government.
"Since World War II, however, the rise of the 'urban county'
has blurred and confused the
earlier clear lines between counties and incorporated municipalities. The General Assembly itself
has added to the blurring by
conferring upon counties many of
the powers of cities.
"What is a city and how does
it differ from a county? The Constitution of Virginia defines a city
as an independent incorporated
community which became a city
before July 1, 1970, and which has
a population of more than 5,000
persons .... A county is defined
as any existing county or any such
unit thereafter created.
"The General Assembly is
authorized by the constitution to

provide for the organization,
powers, creation, consolidation,
and dissolution of counties, cities,
towns, and regional government;
but there is no statutory definition of what constitutes a city or
county in the Code of Virginia.
Two of the most basic units of
government in the Commonwealth
charged with duties and responsibilities under law are not really
defined. It should be changed.
"Historically, cities provided
urban services not needed or
wanted in rural areas. Cities were
manufacturing centers and commercial districts. Cities had tax
bases not found in counties and,
thus, possessed sufficient revenues
to provide urban services without
large infusions of state aid.
"Counties, on the other
hand, were administrative districts
of the state, created to perform
basically state functions, such as
tax collection, the operation of
highways and a system of courts.
Because counties lacked the tax
bases of cities, state aid flowed to
counties. But since World War II,
counties have changed. While they
continue to serve as a political
subdivision of state government,
many provide most of the urban
services provided by cities.
"Indeed, the situation has
become such that some observers
have argued that in Virginia we
have, in addition to rural counties and urban cities, some rural
cities and urban counties. Yet, in
many sections of the Code and in
our funding formulas, we speak,
of and rely upon without distinction, the terms city and county.
"The question should be
asked, it seems to me, whether the
time hasn't come to reexamine the
nomenclature of local governments. Cities and counties-what
are they now, and what do we want
them to be? Should the historical
and traditional distinctions be
restored to city-eounty terms? But
would that approach really resolve
the separate and distinctive

problems in an urban area containing a suburban county and
central city?
"Probably not. Yet if we are
to succeed in finding solutions to
problems that are linked to one's
status as a city or county, can we
afford to wait?"

II.
Ladies and gentlemen, what you
have just heard was an excerpt
from a speech given ten years ago
to the Virginia Municipal League
at its annual meeting in 1980, by
a young delegate named Gerald
L. Baliles.
Ten years ago, there were
no video rental stores or family
VCRs; no Virginia lottery; no
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act.
Liquor-by-the-drink was still new.
There were phosphates in our
detergents, fewer cars on our
highways, land was cheap in
Northern Virginia, and America
was in an arms race with the Soviet Union. We all know how much
has changed.
And I must say that questions about local government
structures, raised by myself and
others, have not been ignored
during that time. The Commission
on the Future of Virginia, directed
by Governor Robb and led by The
Honorable Bill Spong; the Local
Government Attorneys' Association report, titled The Need To
Review Virginia's Local Government
Structure; and the Grayson Commission have all lent credibility
to the issue during the past decade.
The question now is, have
we developed the information, the
confidence, the attitudes, and the
political environment necessary
to address this issue now? What
else is needed? What will be the
catalyst for action?
I am reminded of a recent
article about urban infrastructure
in World Link magazine. That article notes:
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As the economy
slows temporarily,
as projected state
revenues shrink
and policies
change, and as
city and county
governments
struggle with
priorities,
they are beginning
to embrace
regional views,
and to respond
to an international
economy.
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History has shown... that it
tends to take about 25 years
for innovative ideas to get
translated into urban policy.
We urgently need to accelerate this process. If cities do
not become more creative in
how they move people,
goods, power and water, they
risk becoming social and
environmental nightmares.
I don't believe that we need
to talk about city and county
definitions for another ten years.
As a former public official who
knows the value of a decade and
the wisdom of waiting for the right
moment, I am confident that ideas
and actions are ready to converge
in Virginia on this issue.
And what is even better, this
occurs at a time when public opinion
and fiscal realities set the stage for
issues of regional cooperation.
More and more business
leaders and elected officials at the
local level are recognizing the
advantages of a regional approach
to common problems and
opportunities.
There are other forces at
work to favor this kind ofapproach.
Some of these forces are at
the international level. A recent
cover story in the Economist poses
the question, "ls this the end of
the nation state?" Promising that
the next century may be a flagmaker's delight, this story forecasts
a continuing palate of new national
boundaries-both through the
emerging strength of international
organizations such as the European
Community, the ASEAN nations,
and the reconfiguration of the 15
Soviet republics within the Soviet
Union and the continuing 'spinoff struggles' ofareas like Canada's
Quebec and the several republics
of Yugoslavia.
At the same time, a recent
story in Virginia Business magazine
features the comments of Dr. James
Crupi, who advances the prospect
of power shifting fundamentally

from nations to regional cities, with
a not-so-Iong-term result ofa world
economy dominated by a system
of what he calls "city states." This
shift of power is further driven by
the cutoff of federal funds for social
programs and building projects.
Now that they can no longer count
on funds from the federal level,
it is Crupi's view that cities are
looking inward to public/private
partnerships, as well as abroad,
to find the resources to finance
continued growth and quality.
Indeed, he believes regional cities
will become the magnets for regional growth in a high-tech,
service oriented economy.
In Hampton Roads, in
Northern Virginia, in the Roanoke
Valley, in the Richmond Metropoli tan area, and in other regions
througJ:lout Virginia, there is
evidence-and potential-to
support this theory.
Business leaders and local
public officials are looking at water
supplies, at waste management,
at transportation, at regional jails
and law enforcement, and even,
tentatively, at education systems
to see how looking beyond local
boundaries for solutions could
improve the quality of life within
those boundaries in the future.
As the economy slows
temporarily, as projected state
revenues shrink and policies
change, and as city and county
governments struggle with priorities, they are beginning to embrace regional views, and to respond to an international economy.
To me, evidence of these
'localleadership factors' indicates
the kind of political environment
that will support changes in the
definitions of local government,
and changes in funding formulas
and policies that could follow those
definitions.
I have spoken before of the
possibility of state funds, over time,
being used as an incentive for localities to tackle regional problems
on a regional basis.

The work of the Grayson
Commission addresses these kinds
of issues in some detail. Its work
will be used, I believe, in developing many of the new approaches
we will need in this state.

III.
But if a local message is to be heard
at the state level, regional priorities
must be made clear. Because resources are limited, a localrty
cannot afford confusion about
where those resources should go.
I would think that flexibility
for innovative financing tools at the
local level would be a legitimate
subject for the legislature in the
coming months. This is not ta say
that standards of quality or certain
state mandates should become the
first victims of compromise.
The commitment to statewide standards in areas such as
education, the environment, and
transportation will remain our best
defense against the ravages of the
economy at all times.
But I do think that the time
is right far the responsibilities and
requirements of state and local
governments to be reexamined in
light of defined priorities and the
current economy, ta determine how
each is best managed and paid for.
This reexamination may be
especially appropriate in light of
the recent federal budget agonies.
The information that is still coming out of Washington is far from
reassuring.
In fact, the only reassuring
thing that I can take from the events
related to the federal budget in
recent months is that, ironically,
it may have the effect of empowering those in Congress who are
ready to serve as agents of change
at the federal level.
One of these individuals is
Senator Robb, who, in a speech
earlier this year, proposed an a pproach that has become entirely
appropriate. He said:
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I happen to believe that there
are too many tasks today that
Washington has taken upon
itself which could be much
better managed by states or
local government-if, indeed, there is still any real
legitimate need for government in some of the programs which may have
completely outlived their
usefulness, particularly in
a time of limited resources.
It seems to me that there
is no reason for us to consider the current division of
responsibilities among the
various levels of government
as being immutable .... I
would like us to begin a serious debate and a fundamental reexamination of
traditional policies and
programs with a truly open
mind and not simply a
commitment to a continuation of the status quo.
I think Senator Robb is right.
And his view for change at the
federal level reinforces what we
discuss here today. If we are to do
more than posture and blame, we
must refuse to accept conventional
wisdom and avoid assuming that
we cannot change, dramatically,
the process by which our public
policies are determined.
Change does require time,
and evolution of ideas requires
time, yes. y speech of ten years
ago certainly illustrates that. I also
know how long it took to get passed
a little bill of mine known as 'right
turn on red,' along with the matter
of developing support for environmen tal protection, if other
examples are needed.
And, contrary to what some
editorial writers seem to believe,
not all Republicans are conservative, and not all Democrats are
compassionate. Not all taxes are
bad, not all government programs
are ineffective, and not all private
services are superior to public
programs. Let's face it: without

taxes of some kind, who would leaders. Occasional speeches at
build our roads, educate our citi- ribbon-eutting ceremonies will not
zens, care for the elderly, house be enough.
Let's put it in perspective.
the mentally ill, defend our nation,
This is a time when local
and jail the law breakers?
Just as any road will do if government must be seen in the
you don't know where you are context of global change and
going, cutting budgets is easy if economic impact. I think all of you
you don't care what that budget here have become more aware of
how those changes-some of them
will produce down the road.
When clear objectives are set half a world away-can bring new
before the public, and the results jobs to your area, or take them away;
are clearly in the public interest, how they can create opportunity,
I believe you will get consensus, or threaten the comfortable status quo.
and a mandate for action.
The growth in international
I found this to be the case
in 1986, when the legislature, the trade suggests that we are at a
business community, public crossroads in history-where
opinion polls, and local govern- leading roles will be played by
ment officials responded to rec- organizations and individuals that
ommendations of the Commission understand the meshing of ecoon Transportation in the 21st nomics, domestic policy, and
Century and supported a package foreign policy.
The new international
of new fees and taxes to change
the way Virginia built and main- economy respects no national,
tained it roads, its ports, airports, state, or local boundaries. And
and public transportation system. consumers are increasingly looking
Did it solve all our trans- at a 'borderless' world as they
portation problems? Of course not. search for products and services
Did it provide a direction for at the best price, the most convechange and improvements in ev- nience and the best qualityery region of the state? Absolutely. wherever in the world they may
New taxes or funding will be sold.
In Washington, our federal
not be the answer every time. Far
from it. In some cases, privatization government is reeling from the
may be the right way to go, or budget deficit, and.newleadership
decentralizing administrative is likely to emerge among those
who lived through the intensity
authority.
But in the case of the trans- of multiple budget bills.
portation package, there was no
States are trying to run with
substitute for more money for more the freedoms of new federalism,
projects, and people were willing but are burdened with changes in
to pay more if all the revenues from federal programs and funding,
those taxes were dedicated to especially during fluctuations in
building a better transportation the economy. And the results of
system.
the 1990 census will provide further
evidence of change in our demographics and economic trends.
IV.
With this perspective and
context in mind, a case can be made
Defining local issues in a persua- for local leadership. In fact, after
sive anq compelling manner is a decade of raising questions about
where leadership enters the pic- the structures and definitions of
ture. Taking the message to the local government, I believe we
people, clearly, constantly, and could look for the 90s to be the
persuasively is also required of 'Decade For Local Leadership.'

If we are to do
more than posture
and blame,
we must refuse
to accept conventional wisdom and
avoid assuming
that we cannot
change, dramatically, the process
by which our
public policies are
determined.
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When you are caught in the
crossfire of shortfalls and deficits,
political uncertainty and institutionaI inertia, with nowhere to
hide-the call to action is made
for that leadership.
I believe that local government structures must be redefined
now, not later. I believe that this
will promote regional cooperation,
if not regional consolidation, and
more efficient use of public money.
This process would also help 10cal government officials to decide
on local priorities and work with
their legislators to make sure those
priorities are understood when
decisions are made on funding.
And if local governments
will develop proposals for more
flexibility in managing and funding
public services at acceptable levels,
I think the General Assembly will

respond. Maybe not right
away... change comes slowly on
the Hill, tOO, remember.

v.
But, as I said earlier, I think there
are forces at work in your favor.
Only you can decide, through your
deliberations here, what represents
our best route to the future.
As you determine the recommendations in the report of this
Assembly, I suggest to you this:
Consider the common sense
revealed through the work of the
Commission on Virginia/s Future,
the Local Government Attorneys,
and the Grayson Commission.
Allow for the time needed
to change attitudes and develop

consensus, but assign a role to those
in public offices to champion those
changes. There are election cycles
and fears about job security upon
which opinions are formed, and
recognizing those factors is called
political realism.
Then, in the clearest, most
realistic possible terms, tell people
why those changes are needed, and
what is likely to happen if things
stay the same.
It took the Emperor Charlemagne 30 years to defeat the Saxons and build the legacy for an
empire. Fortunately, things happen more quickly now. And the
ideas from your time here these
next few days could hold promise for our citizens before the next
generation.
Good luck, and thank you.
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